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ApplicablezoningSection(s):ZR 12-10(Dennmens) Floor Area, ZR 82-34, ZR 82-36, ZR 77-02, ZR 23-851(b)(2)
Comments:
Page 1 of 3
The current approved and permitted application is for a 26 story residential, mixed use new building with
Community Facility on an interior zoning lot located entirely within C4-7 and the Special Lincoln Square District.
The referenced posted ZD1 form (scan dated 7/26/2018), is assóc|ã1ud with proposed post approval ::::::±:::::1
(PAA) Document 16. It shall be noted that PAA Document 16 remains in die,âpproved status as there are
unresolved Department issued objections. This scope is not yet accepted as part of the currently permitted
application.
The amended scope in PAA document 16 proposes a 775 foot tall, 41 story building containing residential and
===ds
facility uses located on an enlarged zoning lot containing an existing 2-story landmark building (air-rights
parcel). The proposed new zoning lot is split between an R-8 district and C4-7 district within the Special Lincoln
Square District. The lot area is 19,582sf in the R-8 portion and 35,105 sf in the C4-7 portion. The challenger's
reference the proposed scope in PAA Document 16 and the challenge points and Department response are below,
1. The Chal|anger citeS errors in the Zoning Diagram (ZD1), such as the number of floors indicated in the chart
under Item 4 (Proposed Floor area), etc.
Response to Item 1: No ZR Section is cited in this portion of the Challenge. However, the applicant will be advised
to make any necessary corrections to the zoning diagram (ZD1).
voids"
used for
2. The Che!!e=er states that the project in the posted ZD1 includes "oversized intGr-bü||ding
accessory mechanical space.
Response to Item 2: No ZR Section is cited in this portion of the Challenge. However, it is assumed the challenger
is referring to floor 18, as indicated in the ZD1. Floor 18 is proposed mechanical space with a vertical distance of
apprnvimatelv 160 feet to the top of floor 19. The Zoning ns;s|d;u;: does not prescribe a height flmit for building
floors.
This portion of the Challenge is denied.
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Page 2 of 3
3. The Challenger states that Tower Coverage (ZR Section 82-36) and Bulk distribution (ZR Section 82-34) are
|ncGrract:y calculated using portions of the zoning lot and not the entire zoning tot. The Challenger also states the
applicant's incorrect interpretation of ZR 77-02 contributes to this error,
Response to Item 3: The proposed new zoning lot in the referenced ZD1 is located entirely within the Special
Lincoln Square District, and is also split by a district boundary line between an R-8 district and C4-7 district (R10
equivalent). The portion of the proposed building that qualifies as a tower is located within the C4-7 portion of the
zoning lot.
Section 82-34 (Bulk DictMbuten) states that "within the Special District, at least 60% of the totai floor area on the
tevel."
| zoning lot be located partially or entirely below a height of 150 feet from curb
l A review of the proposed PAA Document 16 indicates compliance wirh this =-±~aent,
as Section 82-34 would be
applicable to all portions of a zoning lot located within the Special District regardless of zoning district designations.
Per Section 82-35 (Height and Setback Regulations) "aRbuildings [in the Special District] shall be subject to height
"
and setback regulations of the underlying districts As part of the height and setback =g!etions of the undedying
districts, Section 33-48 (Special Provisions for Zoning Lots Divided by District Boundaries) Eddré÷÷÷ª the specific
issue of split lot conditions, and states In part, "...whenever a zoning lot is divided by a boundary between a district
to which the provisions of Section 33-45 (Tower Regulations) apply and a district to which such provisions do not
"
apply, the provisions set forth in Article VII, Chapter 7 shat apply Section 77-02 (Zoning Lots not Existing Prior to
Effective Date or Amendment of Resolution) states in part, 'Whenever a zoning lot is divided by a boundary
between two or more districts..., each portion of anch zoning lot shan be regulated by all the provisions applicable to
the district in which such portion of the zoning lot is localed." As such, Section 33-45, a provision that is applicable
to C4-7 district is to be applied to the portion of the zoning lot within the C4-7 district,
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Page 3 of 3
Section 82-36 (Special Tower Coverage and Setback Regulations) states in part, "the requirements of Sections
33-45 (Tower Regulations) or 35-64 (Special Tower R=g±hs
for Mixed Buildings) for any building, or portion
"tower"
shall be modified as follows:... a tower shall occupy in the aggregate:....not more
thereof, that qualifies as a
lot."
than 40 percent of the lot area of a zoning lot...; and ...not less than 30 percent of the lot area of a zoning
Section 82-36 specifically modified Section 33-45 to include specific tower regulations for the Special Lincoln
Square District, but did not negate the need to comply with the rest of the regulations of the underlying district as
lot"
per Section 82-35. As such, Section 33-48 remains applicable, and the *zoning
referenced in Section 82-36
pertains only to the portion of the zoning lot within the C4-7 district.
A review of the proposed PAA Document 16 indicates compliance with tower coverage because the special tower
coverage regulations would only be applicable in those portions of the Special District where towers are permitted,
in this case the C4-7 portion of the zoning lot
Therefore based on the above, thIs portion of the challenge is denied.
4. The Challenger claims that "Areas claimed for mechanical exemptions should be proportionate to their
use."
mechanical
Response: No ZR Section is cited in this portion of the Challenge. A review of the proposed PAA Document 16
indicates the proposed mechanical deductions are substantially compliant.
This portion of the Challenge is denied.
5. The Challenger claims that pursuant to Section 23-851 (b) the small inner court [along the northeast edge of the
small."
C4-7 portion of the zoning lot] is too
Response: A review of the proposed PAA Document 16 indicates an open area located along this side lot line. Per
ZR Sections 33-51 and 24-61, minimum dimensions of courts and minimum distance between windows and walls or
lot lines shall apply only to portions of buildings used for community facility use containing living accommededene
with required windows. The portion of the proposed building in question will contain a house of worship (UG 4
Community Facility). Therefore, the above court regulations do not apply. The proposed open area along the
northeast edge of the C4-7 portion of the zoning lot complies with Section 33-25{a)(M|ñin*üm Required Side Yards).
In addition, the one-story portion of the building located in the rear yard equivalent along the front lot line is a
permitted obstruction pursuant to Section 33-23.
This portion of the Challenge is denied.
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September 9, 2018

Rick D. Chandler, P.E., Commissioner
Department of Buildings
280 Broadway
New York, NY 10007
RE: Zoning Challenge
66* Street
36 West
Block 1118, Lot: 45
Job No: 121190200
Dear Commissioner

Chandler:

66* Street Corporation
At the request of the 10 West
and Landmark West!, a
community-based organization that promotes responsible development on the
Upper West Side, I have reviewed the zoning diagram and related materials for
the new building under construction at 36 West 668 Street (AKA 50 West 66*
Street). My firm regularly consults with land owners, architects, cerrr±f
groups and Community Boards on the New York City Zoning Resolution and I
have been a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners for the past
21 years.
Summary of Gadings
There are several deficiencies

in the drawings and design.
should be expedited, as it relates to building safety.

Review of issue 2

1) The ZD1 is not current and has errors. A new ZDI or ZD1A should be
filed.
2) The FDNY has unanswered questions r::g=ding the safety of interbailding
voids. The Commissioner should not approve an unsafe building.
3) Tower coverage and bulk packing are calculated on different parts of the
zoning lot They must be linked.
4) Areas claimed for mechanical exemptions should be proportionate to their
mechanical use.
5) The small inner court is too small.
Summary of the July 26, 2018 ZD1
The building is proposed in the midblock between Central Park West and
Columbus Avenue on a zoning lot that is part through and part interior between
West 666 and West 658 Streets. The entire {çt is in the Special Lincoln Square
zonin'
District (SLSD).
tpe
he no
lot is zoned C4-7 (an R10
g
he northern portion contains the
.
equivalent) and th s
Ci
Armory, a comme 3ial
y landmark) that is proposed to
stay. The proposer devel
udes a resi antial tower with a community
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facility in the first floor. The southern portion is developed with an R8 height
factor building, also with a c:=±;
facility in the first floor.
The proposed building has an atypically large mechanical void. The following
3D model of the proposed building and the building to stay on the zoning lot,
based upon information provided in the ZDl:

Appracimate building
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The mechanical portions of the proposed building are shown in gray, residential
in yellow, commercial in pink, and community facility in blue. A large
18th floor and
extends 161 feet to the next story,
interbuilding void starts on the
the use of which is claimed to be accessory building mechanical. While there
may be some mechanical equipment placed on the floor of this space, it appears
that the primary use of the floor is to increase the height of the tower floors above
it. There are also mechanical floors on the 17th and 19* floors but these have
more typical floor-to-floor
heights.
The building is also notable for the large size of the base below the tower. At over
20,000 SF with a maximum dimensi=
of 165 by 140 feet, it leaves about 1/3 of
the floor area of each residential floor more than 30 feet from any possible
window. We engaged an expediter to get more detailed building plans so that we
could examine how this space, and the spaces claimed as mechanical are being
used. The expediter was informed that no more detailed plans regarding the
above grade portion of the building were publicly available. Therefore these
comments are limited to that information which is available, the ZD1 and the
PW1A.
1. The ZD1 is inconsistent and either incorrect or out of date
The ZDI section drawing shows a 42nd floor, which appears to be a roof level.
There is neither a 42"d floor, nor a roof level shown in the Proposed Floor Area
table. Further, the Proposed Floor Area table reads that the project proposed is
9.24 FAR. This is an error, as it omits all existing floor area to remain on the
zoning lot while counting the lot area of the entire zoning lot. The actual
proposed FAR is 10.03 (548,541 ZFA proposed / 54,687 SF of lot area). The
difference is not trivial and amounts to over 43,000 ZFA that is missing from the
table.
More substantially, however, a PW1A (dated August 28, posted August 30)
describes changes to the building that are material to the ZD1 and the zoning
approval. These changes include the elimination of the 40* and 418 floors and
changes to the configuration of the synagogue portion of the l" floor m-he.
The previous PWI identified this mezzanine as mechanical space accessory to the
community facility use and the ZD1 shows this space as having no zoning floor
area. This new PW1A identifies it as "vacant" space. As defined by ZR12-10,
zoning floor area would include vacant space, while accessory mechanical space
is not. Accordingly, the MEZI 4A line of the Proposed Floor Area table in the
ZD1 is incorrect and the ZD1 understates the amount of zoning floor area being
proposed.'
Considering the proposal is using all the floor area generated by the
lot,
any exempt gross floor area reclassified as zoning floor area will cause
zoning
the building to no longer comply with FAR and be out of compliance.
REVIEWEDBY
3The PW1A also sho: s th S
u Mezzanine" (page4) hassix dwelling
is true, then he zoning floor areareportedin the
units, which appearst1 bean erro
ZD1 is vastly incorrec
GEORGE
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At minimum, a new ZD1 (or a ZD1A) that aemanatrates FAR compliance with
this additional zoning floor area, corrects the mezzanine in the table, removes the
40* and 41"
floors, adjusts floor area sums in the Proposed Floor Area table,
includes existing floor area to rernain in the Proposed Floor Area table, updates
the section, plan and elevation to describe the building being proposed, and
if
incorporates any other changes not detailed herein, is required. Attematively,
the DOB agrees that the floor area in the synagogue mezzanine should be
classified as zoning floor area, then it should issue an intent to revoke the zoning
approval.
2.

has unanswered questions regarding the safety of
voids. The Commissioner
should mot approve any
interbuilding
unsafe building,
void,"2 which
The proposed building has an "interbuilding
is a large empty area
that may be nominally used for accessory building mechanical purposes, but
which is mostly empty space not intended for habitation. In the past, both the
Department and the BSA have approved such spaces, which according to those
The FDNY

interpretations

may be of unlimited

size.

floorInterbuilding voids are still a novel construction technique and at 161 feet
to-floor this one is the largest ever proposed. When the Special Lincoln Square
District was adopted in 1993, such a concept was never considered because it was
inconceivable. There is a substantial record reganting the design and adoption of
the Special Lincoln Square District, which tells us that the district reguisticñs
height"
were adopted, in part, to "control
"in response to the issues raised by the
developments."3
height and form of recent
The tallest of these "recent
developments"
feet,4 which
was 545
is over 200 feet shorter than the current
proposal. New York City codes do not directly address interbuilding voids or
their use, and developers, the DOB and the BSA have interpreted them just as
they would any other mechanical floor.
But interbuilding voids are not just another mechanical floor. They are a new
building technique that are not well addressed in any of our regulations. Just
because they contain a nominal amount of mechanical equipment does not mean
that they should be treated as any other mechanical floor. This is especially true
since the Fire Department of the City of New York (FDNY) has expressed
questions regarding the safety of this new construction technique. Once those
concerns were expressed, gu approvals of buildings using the technique should
have been suspended until the FDNY questions were answered and stop work
orders for buildings under construction should bave been issued.
void" gaki
"Intra-building
now appearsto be corp
3 N 940127
(A) ZRM, -ecember2
4 The Millenniunt Tow r at 10I

t ,m, but the phrase"interbuilding void"
i suesits use.

2
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It does not matter that the +=chaiqua may be legal under zoning. The New York
City Building Code clearly grants the Ce:nmissioner the powers to override an
approval if there is an issue of "safety or health":
essential
for the fire
or
or requirement
Any matter
structural
or
of a new or existing
safety
building
essential
for the safety
or health
of the occupa nts or
or the public,
users thereof
and which is not covered by
the provisions
of this
code or other applicable
laws and
be subject
shall
to determination
and
regulations,
cases.5
in specific
requirements
by the commissioner
[Emphasis added]
The FDNY's concerns
In 2017, I brought the concept of inte±uilding
voids to the attention of the
FDNY. At that time, the Bureau of opera-tion - Office of City Planning was
unfamiliar with this new building technique. I provided drawings in the hope that
these drawings could be examined with a consideration for both fire safety and
fire op-sties.
Later, on May 3, 2018, the FDNY expressed the following
concerns about a building with a large inte±uilding
void on East 62d Street:
The Bureauof Operationshasthe following concernsin regardsto the proposedcetmetim
249 East62 street("dumbbell tower"):

@

• Access for FDNY to blind elevatorshafts... will therebe accessdoors from the fire stairs.
-

Ability of FDNY personneland occupantsto crossover from oneegressstair to anotherwithin
the shaft in the eventthat one of the stairs becomesuntenable.
· Will the void spacebe protected a sprinkler asa "concealedspace."
by
• Will therebe provisions for smokecontrol/smokeexhaustwithin the void space.
Void spacethat contain rnechanical=;u!;==:t...
operations.

how would FDNY accessthoseareasfor

These concerns and questions appear informal because they were sent out as an
email by the FDNY Office of Community Affairs rather than a formal
memorandum from the FDNY. I contacted the Bureau of Operations to confirm
their accuracy, which that office did.
On August 31, 2018, I called Captain Simon Ressner, the person who put the
FDNY's safety concerns in writing, asking him the status of the FDNY's
concerns regarding interbuilding voids. He i::fc=ed
me that the FDNY has had
no communication
with the DOB since the DOB was informed of the FDNY's
safety concerns. He also said that the FDNY had some communication with the
Department of Cityflanning.
concerns were acknowledged,
whenuhe..FDNY's
but no answers we e provi4RAnEWED BY
Scott D. Pavan RA
Borough Commis'sioner
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Further, Captain Ressner told me that the FDNY had not been asked to c0mmctit
on the West 66* Street building, and, indeed, only knew of its existence because I
sent the ZDI to him. When asked about the parts of the ZD1 for West 66* Street
access,"
labeled "FDNY
he informed me that he could not make a detennination
as to the adequacy of these spaces based upon so little information.
He would
need to see full building plans, which, according to our expediter, are not
available to the public.
As a citizen of the City ofNew York, I have to say that this lack of
communication
or concern over FDNY's questions is shocking. All New Yorkers
expect our City agencies to be working together and sharing information, but in
this case it appears that the following is true:
1. A new building technique (the void) is introduced;
2. No one from the DOB infonns the FDNY;
3. A private citizen brings this to the FDNY's attention;
4. FDNY expresses concern and asks several questions, in writing,
agarding the safety of fire operations within the void;
5. Those questions are met with silence from the DOB;
6. DOB continues to approve buildings with the same technique, which
are even larger and mom extreme.
Most issues involving zoning challenges are technical and esoteric, impacting
element of form or use. While these issues are important, they almost never
involve possible physical harm. The FDNY's questions rise to a completely
different level. This is a question of building safety, a fundamental role of

an

govemment, which has been lea unanswered. The DOB should have never
granted an approval to a building where the FDNY has expressed questions
regarding fire safety and operations.
that are not well addressed in the
Building code §28-103.8 anticipates eit=tic=
Zoning Resolution, Building Code, and/or Construction Code and provides the
Commissioner of Buildings the ability, indeed the obligation, to make a
detmnismson on this construction technique as an issue of public safety. Simply,
safety trumps zoning, as it should.
Other agencies are also recognizing that interbuilding voids are a problem but not
for the same reasons the FDNY has expressed. In a January 2018 town hall event,
the Mayor and Chair of CPC Marissa Lago stated that interbuilding voids were a
problem and that DCP was working with the Department of Buildings to find a
solution. In May and September of 2018, I met with the head of the Manhattan
office of DCP and her staff to discuss voids, what they are, and where they
become problemat 3 from
and dk perspective, and I understand
ila. meetings and concerns. All
that City Council I ad
* ji set are a problem and that
agree that vast, ov
they
^
undermine the ine t of the
in s Zoning Resolution, while not
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providing any public benefit. Council Member Rosenthal and Manhattan
Borough President Brewer have both repeatedly and publicly voiced their concem
about this technique as a icaphcle around zoning's bulk regulations that does
nothing to improve the quality or amount of housing in the City.
But most imp~9ntly,
this novel technique may not be safe. Our codes give
Cem_missioner Chandler the authority to act to pmtect safety, and act he must.
Tower coverage and bulk packing are calculated on different parts
of the zoning lot They must be linked.
While the tower portion of a building constructed under the tower-on tase
re;;-chics;
has no height limit, height is efectively mgulated by linking tower
packing"
coverage to the "bulk
rule. We know this because the City Planning
Commission (CPC) stated as much in their approval of the tower-cn-base
3.

regulations:
"The height of the tower would be effectively regulatedby using a defined rangeof tower
coverage(30 to 40%) together with a requiredpercentageof floor areaunder 150feet (55
60%)."6
to
The Special Lincoln Square District has its own flavor of the tower-on-base
regulations but it is clear that the intent of the regulations is the same:
in order to control the massingandheight of development,envelopeand
"Fde=ce,
floor areadistribution regulationsshouldbe introducedthroughoutthe district. These
proposedregulationswould introduce tower coveragecontrolsfor the baseand tower
portions of new devolc¡mcñt and requirea minimum of 60 percentof a development's
total floor areato be located below an elevationof 150feet.This would producebuilding
heights ranging from the mid-20 to the low-30 stories(including penthousetToors)on the
remaining developmentsites.
In responseto the Community Board'sconcemthata height limit of 275 feet should be
applied :h-cughout the district, the C:==!=Een believesthat specific limits are not
generally necessaryin an areacharacterizedby towersof various heights, andthat the
proposedmandatedenvelopeand coveragecontrolsshould predictably regulatethe
heightsof new development. The Commi=ion alsobelievesthat thesecontrols would
sufficiently regulatethe resultant building form andscaleeven in the caseof
deve!-;ment involving zoning lot mergers."7
The key components of the tower-on-base reg"lations (tower coverage and floor
area under 150 feet (the so-called bulk packing rule)) only function as intended
when they are applied over the same lot area. Because this zoning lot is split by a
zoning district boundary, the applicant, relying upon ZR 77-02, decided that tower
coverage is calculated on the C4-7 portion of the zoning lot (35,105 SF), while the
area under 150 feet
ning lot (54,687 SF), regardless
of zoning districtREVIEWEDBY
Scott D. Pavan RA
Buruugh Commissioner
6 N 940013ZRM
' N 940127
(A) ZRM
GEORGF
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The applicant's reading of 77-02 is in error. While ZR 82-34 instructs that floor
area under 150 feet should be calculated on the entire zoning lot, it does not also
follow that tower coverage (82-36) should be calculated on a different portion of
the zoning lot, as such a reading is contrary to the purpose of the tower-on-base
regulations and leads to absurd results.
A basic principle of statutory cc:utruction is that the same phrase or term should
be given a consistent meaning when interpreting a statute. In the applicant's
lot"
means a large area (54,687 SF) under 82-34
interpretation, the term "zoning
(bulk packing) and a small area (35,105 SF) under 82-36 (tower coverage). Not
only does this interpretation violate this basic principle that the same words
should have the same meanine it is also in conflict with the intent of the statute as
detailed in the CPC findings.
Another bedrock pri=iple
of legislative construction,
is that legislatures do not intentionally
act irrationally

years,8
going back over 100
or promote absurd results.

"The Legislature is presurnedto haveintendedthat good will result from its laws, and a
badresult suggestsa wrong interpretation. ... Wherepossiblea statutewill not be
construedso asto leadto... absurdconsequencesor to self-contradiction."
(McKinney's Statutes § 141); CRTofBufBalo v. RoadwayTransk Co- 303 N.Y. 453,
460461 (1952); FIvan v. PrudentialInt Co.. 207 N.Y.315 (1913).
inte-pe*atin"
It bears repeating: "A bad result suggests a wrong
In the context
of the tower-on-base building form, the interpretation the applicant has proposed
produces a bad result which goes againd the intent of the regulations. Perhaps the
best evidence for the bad result is the current application, which produces a
building over 200 feet taller than the Millennium Tower, the 545-foot tower that
created the impetus to adopt the amendments to the Special District. These
amendments were, in part, intended to control building height and to prevent
additional buildings like Millennium
Tower. But more than that, if the applicant's
interpretation was actually correct, and all floor area under 150 feet on the zoning
lot counts as area under 150 feet, while tower coverage only counts in the R10
equivalent portion of the zoning lot, then this building could bave easily been
more absunt and more contrary to the intent of the special district rcgdati=s;
the
applicant appears to be showing restraint by not fully exp!citi-.g the loophole their
interpretation creates.
For exatnple, directly to the west and south of the subject zoning lot, there are lots
9 and 10, which contain existing buildings that are both entirely below 150 feet
8 This concepthasbeen
contexts. For examp
ago, the Court of
'isolation with a
the underlying
core overview

N.YJd

(iFORGE
M. JANEs
& A octATES
Deniet
Date:n/s9/2018

ars in both land useand other
75 (2017), decidedlessthan one year
'vacuum-like'
readingsofstatutes in
'
'contrary to the purposeand intent of
- ¬sr operativefeaturesof the statute's
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and are in the R8 zoning district. Using the applicant's logic and interpretation of
the SLSD and 77-02, the applicant could have expanded their zoning lot to
9
include these sites, which would have added approximately 45,000 SF of
feet.5 This
zoning lot merger would have required
existing floor area under 150
rights,"
and would not change anything about
no transfer of floor area, or "air
these existing buildings or materially impair their development potential, other
than keeping any future development to less than 150 feet. Their existing floor
area would just be used in the tower-on-base calculations, which would have
allowed the applicant to construct an even taller building.
Such a paper transaction would have allowed the 45,000 SF floor area in these
existing building:: to be counted as being below 150 feet in the bulk packing
calculations. The net effect of such an action would be to allow the tower to
feet."
increase by two stories or 32
Using the applicant's interpretation, the larger the zoning lot with existing
buildings under 150 feet, the taller the tower can go, as long as those existing
buildings are in a non-tower zoning district (not R9 or R10, or their commercial
equivalents). Yet the CPC wrote in their findings about the impact of zoning lot
mergers on the tower-on-base form in Lincoln Square:
"The Commissionalso believesthat thesecontrols would sufficiently regulatethe
resultantbuilding form and scaleevenin the caseof developmentinvolving zoning lot
mergers." [Emphasis
added.]
If the applicant's interp--t::tier.
were correct, then there is no way that this CPC
belief could be accurate. To demonstrate an even more absurd example of the
applicant's interpretation, consider the following tower-on-base building proposed
at 249 East 62nd

' With the consentof the owners of lots 9 and 10.
The ZD1 interpretsthe 60% rule as 60% of the maximum allowable floor areaon the lot, not the
floor areapermitted. The text of 82-34, however, instructs"60 percentof the total #floor area#
permitted," which is not
necessarilythe maximum floor area allowed, and lessfloor area may be
pennitted thanthe maximum allowed. In the caseof this building, the applicant's interpretation,
while in error, is not material since the building is proposedat the maximum floor areaallowed.
In this hypothetical scenario,however, floor areapermitted would requirea literal interpretationof
the text: thetotal floor areafor which a permit is, or will be, granted.
H A 45,000SF increase
n that 40% of that area,or 18,000SF,
could be movedfrom e baseo
uilding n o the tower over 150 feet, effectively
r 32 fe t using 16feet FTF heights. The height
allowing the tower to .
rplate =fthe base,which would result in a
of the basecanbemai
better floor platefor r- idential
ping the sam floor plateand raising floor-to-floor
r
heights by lessthan o, foot per
e.
GEORGL

& A soctArts
ANES
De n ie d
Date:nfigf 2018
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Actual tow-on-kue

pmpasal at 249 E 62d Street

This is another R10 equivalent tower-on-base building with a massive void. Here,
the R10 equivalent portion of the lot extends only 100 feet from the wide street
the tower faces. If all floor area on the zoning lot under 150 feet can be counted
for bulk packing outside the R10 equivalent portion of the lot, and the tower is
only counted on the R10 equivalent portion of the zoning lot, then the zoning lot
can be expanded to cover much of the block. If that is done, then all floor area
under 150 feet, with the exception of the ground floor of the new building will be
in buildings to stay on the lot. 'llis zoning lot would require no transfer of
development rights and would not impair the future development potential of the
The following shows
existing developments in the height limited mid-blocks.
how such a building might be massed out;

Georac M..IoEs & A sooms

Challenge
Denied
Date:u/19f2018
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The applicanes interpret.ationwould
allow the midblock R&B buildings (light
yellow) to contribute all the floor area
bulk packing requires.

' '3'l6

620

160,

Possibletower on basemassingif the areafor tower coverageis divorcedfrom the areafor bulk
packing
The existing bulkiings added to the zoning lot are shown in light yellow in the
midblock. They contribute substantially all the floor area under I50 feet that this
new building needs so that the floor area generated on its own lot can be placed at
levels higher than 150 feet. In the prior example there were 13 residential floors
over 150 feet. With this irle-p-+Men
and large zoning lot, 26 residential floors
in the main portion of the building are over 150 feet. This example shows
expanded mechecal
floors acting as a platform to mise the building to I50 feet
so that the height can be maintained. It could have just as easily been a single
floor designed to be 150 feet floor-to-floor,
which while ::cunding absurdly
unrealistic, is actually 11 feet shorter than what the applicant is actually proposing
18th
on the
flOOr Of their building.
While the absurdit ' of
be said that there i no ste6008
be read as such. 1 e 30%

r tation is self-evident, it must also
ror d sign rationale for zoning text to
tower cow age standard came out of DCP
.

___...... --
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Denie
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_
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ago'2
studies from 30 years
that found that older towers from the 1960s and 70s
were largely at or near the 40% maximan coferage. Towers from the 1980s were
smaller, averaging just 27% with some extreme cases as tow as 20%. The record
packing,"
was
shows the 30% minimum on tower coverage, linked with "bulk
intended to act as a control on tower height. At its largest (11,580 SF), the tower
pmposed on West 66'h Street has a coverage of 21% on its zoning lot. At its
smallest, it covers just 19%. It must cover between 30% and 40% of the zoning
lot, which means it should be between 16,406 SF and 21,875 SF. The tower
coverage is too small; the approval should be revoked.
Areas elaimed for mechanical exemptions should be proportionate
to their mechanical use.
The DOB has the responsibility to determine that spaces claimed as exempt from
zoning floor area because they are used for mechanicals are, in fact, used for
accessory building mechanicals and are reasonably proportionate to their use. If
they are not, then the DOB must ask the applicant to redesign these spaces.
180'
it seems unlikely
floor, at 161 feet floor-to-floor,
Considering the size of the
that any such review took place.
4.

We know that, in the past, the DOB required applicants to justify their mech==ical
exemptions and questioned the validity of these spaces. I am attaching a ZRDI
dated 3/12/2010 that was reviewed by then Manhattan Deputy Borough
Commissioner Raymond Plumney. This document is the result of a DOB Notice
of Objections dated 1/12/2010'3 where the DOB questioned the applicant's use of
the mechanical exemption. This ZRDI is notable because the building in question
is what would become known as One Fifty Seven, the tallest residential building
in Manhattan at the time.
The original Notice of Objections, as reported in the ZRD1, documents the DOB
questioning mechanical spaces, requiring the applicant to justify the spaces they
were claiming as exempt. It is evidence that the DOB at one time policed the
exemption, to ensure that the spaces claimed as exempt from zoning floor area
actually should be exempt and that mechanical spaces were sized proportionately
to their mechanical purpose. This was a vital function that the DOB served in the
past and there has been no statute that required a change in policy. As this
building demonstrates, the DOB needs to police spaces that applicants are
If it
claiming are exempt to ensure that they are appropriate to the exa-ph.
does not, the exemption is abused, which undermines the Zoning Resolution's
bulk regulations. 11ie DOB should reexamine the spaces claimed as exempt and
require that they be prope:tior,r.!!y sized for their mechanical purpose; if they are
not, the DOB should avvoke the approval.
''
Regulating Residen 41
SquareDistrict Zoein
DTheodginal Notice f
October2017. (1has -4 yet

,ñiens, 1989; and SpecialLincoln
s Freedomof Information Law in
'din

& A 500AFES
GwRGEM. JANE5
Denied
Date:uh94m8
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5. The small inner court is too small.
The ground level open space shown below is not a side yard because it does not
extend to the front yard line. It is auncmded by building walls and a lot line, so
therefore, it must be an inner court. While the numbers am hard to read on the
ZD1, it appears that the plan shows the narmwest dimension for this small inner
court to be just over nine feet.

60'

WEST 66TH STREET
WlDE = NARROW STREET
|
0

22.W

ENT

-

-

_

22wet t

OUT

Detail of plan showing the small inner court

REVIEW§DBY
Scott D. Pavan, _RA
Borough Commissioner
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35T.

1

& Cl

Detail of plan with dimemion circled
The number shown appears to be 9.58 feet but that dimension is not taken at the
narrowest location. ZR 23-851(bX2) requires that this inner court be at least 10
feet wide. The zoning approval should be revoked.
Final thought: a self-imposed hattiship
On October 24, 2016, the DOB gave this applicant an approval for a different
building on the C4-7 portion of the zoning lot, which allowed the applicant to
proceed with demolition and excavation. More than four monthsprior
to DOB's
2016 apper
the Attorney General of the State of New York approved the sale
of the Jewish Guild for the Blind (which is the former owner of the RS portion of
the zoning lot along West 65* Street) to the owner of this development.
In
November of 2017, a new design for the current.zoning lot was announced to the
public and shown to elected officials and neighbors. At this time, zoning approval
was still not sought. During the 18 months between the initial zoning appmval
and the July 26, 2018 zoning approval, demolition, excavation and construction of
the fo=
=tion continuèd, all based on an approval for a building no one intended
to build. This clever exercise at obfuscation has allowed construction to progress
far beyond what would be typical at this point in the approval process.
While not directly applicable to the Zoning Resolution, this issue matters because
courts, the Board of Standards and Appeals, and perhaps the DOB, all care to
varying degrees about the hardship their decisions can create, especially for
developers who have already invested significant fmancial resources. If a
and
r in the appmval is found, the
building is substantiallµ.cansme_rea
more likely the cui -r and
court is involved.
a
made on construci p
DOB'
between the

m

evill be sil >wed to stand, especially if a
tantial progress the applicant
18 m anths of construction activity
f a buildin, that was never intended to be
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Had the applicant filed for zoning
built, and its approval of this current proposal
approval in 2016 when the NYS Attorney General approved their acquisition, or
even when the proposal was shown to the public in November 2017, this
challenge would have been filed much earlier in the construction process. Any
of an error in the approval is entirely
hardship created because of a coneden
self-i-.pesed and should not be a consideration for any administrative or legal
entity.
Close
Thank you for consideration of these issues and your efforts to make New York
City a better place. If you have any questions, please contact me directly at
enorsedBsearseianan cam
Sincerely,

George M. Janes, AICP, George M. Janes & Associates
For

Sean Khorsandi,

Executive

Director,

Landmark

West!

And

John Waldes, President,

10 West 668' Street Ce-pJJen

With support from:

Gale Brewer, Manhattan

Borough
E

Helen Ro=±al,

1 ew Yo

President
D BY
Pavan, RA
mmissioner
uncil Mem? er
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Brad Hoylman,

Ne

York State Senator

.
Richard N. Gottfried,

Attachments:

CC:

Member of New York State Assembly

668
Street, ZRD1 %31
ZD1, PW t A for 36 West

Bill de Blasia, New York City Mayor
Corey Johnson, New York City Council Speaker
Edith Hsu-Chen, Director, Manhattan DCP
Erik Botsford, Deputy Director, Manhattan, DCP
Beth Lebowitz, Director, Zoning Division, DCP
Captain Simon Reatner, Fire Department, City of New York
Raju Mann, Director, Land Use, New York City Council
Roberta Semer, Chair, Comnuminy Board 7

Denied
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Respectfully requestdeterminationthat objection #1 and WTto PAA dated #12/t0 which states:
[1] SF Deductions- typical floors. The square.footage taken for plumbing chases is excessive.
Deductionshavebeen taken where there alppearsto be no plumbingor ductwork. Correct
zoning calculations.
[7] The mechanicaldeductions subrnitted On2/fi/10 are still excesshre.There are deductions
taken in areas where there does stotappear to be rnechanicalequipenant(plumbing
to support
the deductions.Revise the mechanical deductions. Deductionscan only be taken where there
is slab penetration.There are NO deducdons for areas where plumbing/mechanicalductwork is
running horizontallyl
The mechanical deductionstaken for plurnbIngvertical & horizontalchase are in compliancewith the definition and
intent of exclusionfrom floor area as per Sec. f2-10 ZR. for the followlag feasons:
1. Subject applicationis for the constmat|on of a High itime Luxury Transient Hotel and ResidentistCondorhiniomabove,
requiring larger gilameterpiping to ggepifrtytemp4he waterend waste demands requiringtidcitor plpe.shafts.
2. The hptp.I,rgemofrsagements tequ •,nuatigpaggie shells basege each unit has a full bath and in some units
mutipie.bettirooms, thus indrgamingthq typical percent of shelldpdutgons.'Addt[onaNp the non typical luxurious hotel
0athrooms often·wit have.441ieWorlo adgBIchto a bothhib thus requiring addRIonalhprizeritaland vertical pipe-shafts.
In many cases the showersere outfitted with shower heads WIincre than one wall of the shower requiring even mdre
horizontal and ve.rticalpipe FUns/shsits.
3. The design of the residential condominium Include many Verytarge units with multiple oedrooms, many having their
own bathroom, thus increasirig the number of shafts and the percentageof plumbingand mechanicalshaft deductions,
4. Many of the residentialmaster bathrooms wit haves shower in addition lo the bathtub: thase showerswill have
shower heads in more then one of the shower enclosure wals requiring additionalhorizontaland vertical shafts.
5. The residential kitolvsndesigns cell for fbstureson more then one or two wells to accommodateluxuriousamenities
i.e. more then one dishemsher,Ice mecIgna, separetp coolt tops and ovens. multiple elnks.etc. Thus the neeGfor more
than the typical numberof wet horizontal or vertical.shafts.
6. It Is proposed to use vertical heat pumps to heat and cool the residential units modthat fresh air is supplied to both the
hotel and residential units, further increasing the percentage of mechanical (Shaft)deductions.
7. It is important to note that spacial and cbnstructlen cost accoonty has been sacrificedI.e. few back to back bathroorns
or Idtchens, to create fuxuriouslayouts, all resulting in mechanical deduclions at a higher range.
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